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Abstract 
In this paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings in complex valued 
b-metric space and also improve the condition of contraction of the results of M. Kumar et al.[7]. Further, we 
prove common fixed point theorems for weakly compatible mappings with (E.A.) property and (CLRg) property.   
1. Introduction and Preliminaries 
In 2011, Azam et al. [2] introduced the notion of complex valued metric spaces and established sufficient conditions for the 
existence of common fixed points of a pair of mappings satisfying a contractive condition. Complex valued metric space is a 
generalization of classical metric space. After the establishment of complex valued metric space, many authors have 
contributed with their works in this space. Some of these results are described in [7,8,11,13,14].   
In 2013, Rao et al.[10] introduced the concept of complex valued b-metric space which is a generalization of complex valued 
metric space. Then, some other authors generalized this concept and proved several common fixed point and fixed point 
theorems in complex valued b-metric spaces (see [3,4,5,9] and the references contained therein). Aamri and Moutawakil[1] 
introduced the notion of (E.A.) property. Recently, Verma and Pathak [11] proved common fixed point theorem for two pairs 
of weakly compatible mappings with (E.A.) property, and a common fixed point theorem using (CLRg) property which was 
introduced by Sintunavarat and Kumam [12].   
In this paper, we prove a common fixed point theorem for weakly compatible mappings satisfying a contractive condition of 
rational type in the frame work of complex valued b-metric spaces. Further application of perperty (E.A.) and common limit 
range (CLRg) property are employed.   
Let us start by defining some important definitions, basic notations and necessary results from existing literature.   
Let C  be the set of complex numbers and ., 21 Czz Define a partial order ¶  on C  as follows:   
if and only if ).()(),()( 2121 zImzImzRezRe   
Thus 21 zz ¶  if one of the following holds:   
In particular, we write 21 zz Æ  if 21 zz   and one of (C1),(C2) and (C3) is satisfied and we write 21 zz   if only (C3) is 
satisfied.   
Remark 1.1. We note that the following statements hold:   
Rba,  and  ba bzaz¶ .Cz  
210 zz Æ¶ .||<|| 21 zz  
21 zz ¶  and 32 zz  .31 zz   
Definition 1.2[10] Let X  be a nonempty set and let 1s  be a given real number. A function CXXd :  
is called a complex valued b-metric on X  if for all Xzyx ,,  the following conditions are satisfied:   
),(0 yxd¶  and 0=),( yxd  if and only if ,= yx  
),,(=),( xydyxd  
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)].,(),([),( yzdzxdsyxd ¶  
pair ),( dX  is called a complex valued b-metric space.  
Example 1.3[10] Let [0,1].=X  Define a mapping CXXd :  by ,|||=|),( 22 yxiyxyxd   for 
all ., Xyx   Then ),( dX  is complex valued b-metric space with 2.=s  
Definition 1.4[10] Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space.   
(i) A point Xx  is called interior point of a set XA  whenever there exists Cr0  such that 
  .),(:=),( AryxdXyrxB    
(ii) A point Xx  is called a limit point of a set A  whenever for every   .)(),(,0  xArxBr C  
(iii) A subset XA  is called an open set whenever each element of A  is an interior point of A .   
(iv) A subset XA  is called closed set whenever each limit point of A  belongs to A .   
(v) A sub-basis for a Hausdorff topology   on X  is a family }.0:),({= randXxrxBF   
Definition 1.5[10] Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space,  nx  be a sequence in X  and .Xx  
(i) If for every ,Cc  with c0  there is NN  such that for all ,> Nn ,),( cxxd n   then  nx  is said to be 
convergent,  nx  converges to x  and x  is the limit point of  nx . We denote this by xxlim nn =  or 
  . nasxxn  
(ii) If for every ,Cc  with c0  there is NN  such that for all ,> Nn ,),( cxxd mnn   where ,Nm  then 
 nx is said to be a Cauchy sequence.   
(iii) If every Cauchy sequence in X  is convergent, then ),( dX  is said to be a complete complex valued b-metric space.   
Lemma 1.6[10] Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space and let  nx be a sequence in X . Then  nx
converges to x  if and only if 0|),(| xxd n  as .n  
Lemma 1.7[10] Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space and let  nx be a sequence in X . Then  nx  is 
a Cauchy sequence if and only if 0|),(| mnn xxd  as ,n  where Nm .   
In 1996, Jungck [6] introduced the concept of weakly compatible maps as follows:   
Definition 1.8. Two self maps gandf  are said to be weakly compatible if they commute at coincidence points.  
In 2002, Aamri et al. [1] introduced the notion of E.A. property as follows:  
Definition 1.9. Two self mappings gandf  of a metric space ),( dX  are said to satisfy E.A. property if there exists 
a sequence }{ nx  in X  such that tgxfx nnnn =lim=lim   for some t  in .X  
In 2011, Sintunavarat et al. [12] introduced the notion of )( gCLR  property as follows:  
Definition 1.10. Two self mappings gandf  of a metric space ),( dX  are said to satisfy )( gCLR  property if 
there exists a sequence }{ nx  in X  such that gxgxfx nnnn =lim=lim   for some x  in .X  
2. Main Result In this section, we shall prove our results relaxing the condition of complex valued b-metric space being 
complete.   
Theorem 2.1. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let XXgf :,  . 
If there exist a mappings (0,1):,,,, XEDCBA  such that for all :, Xyx   
 (i) ),()()()();()();()();()( gxEfxEandgxDfxDgxCfxCgxBfxBgxAfxA   
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 (ii) ,gXfX   
 (iii) 1,<)()( xgEDCBsA   
 (iv) 
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gygxd
gyfydfxgxd
gxBgygxdgxAfyfxd

¶  
In gX  is complete subspace of ,X  then f  and g  have a coincidence point. Moreover, if f  and g  are weakly 
compatible then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. Let ,0 Xx   From (ii), we can construct sequences }{ nx  and }{ ny in X  by 
.0,1,2,=,== 1  nfxgxy nnn  
 From (1), we have   
),(=),( 11 nnnn fxfxdyyd   
),()( 11 nnn gxgxdgxA ¶  
),(1
).().(
)(),()(=
1
11
1





nn
nnnn
nnnn
yyd
yydyyd
fxByydfxA  
),(1
).().(
)(),()(
1
11
1





nn
nnnn
nnnn
yyd
yydyyd
gxByydgxA¶  
Thus, we have   
Since nyd(1|  ,y |,),(|>|) 11  nnn yyd  we have   
where 1.<
)(1
)()(
=
0
00
yB
yDyA


  
Now 12 ,(|  nn yyd )|   |),(||),(| 1
2
1 nnnn yydyyd   
So for ,> nm |),(||),(||),(| 11 mnnnnm yydsyydsyyd    
Therefore, 0|),(|
1
|),(| 01 

 yyd
s
s
yyd
n
nm


 as .n  
Hence,  ny is a Cauchy sequence in gX . But gX  is a complete subspace of X , so there is a u  in gX  such that 
uyn   as .n  Let .
1ugv  Then .= ugv  Now,we shall porve that ufv = .   
vx =  and 1= nxy in (1), we get,  
Letting ,n  we have   
that is 0|),(| fvud  implies that .= ufv  Thus, gvufv ==  and hence v  is the coincidence point of f  and g . 
Now, since f  and g  are weakly compatible, so gvfvu ==  implies that .=== gugfvfgvfu Now we claim that 
.= ugu  Let, if possible, .ugu   
From (1), we have   
that is   
Since |,),(|>|),(1| guudguud  we have   
which implies that 1,))((  uCA  a contradiction.   
Hence fuugu == . Therefore u  is the common fixed point of f  and g .   
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For the uniqueness, let w  be another common fixed point of f  and g  such that .uw   
From (1), we have   
that is   
Since |,),(|>|),(1| uwduwd  we have   
|),(|))((|),(| uwdwCAuwd   implies that 1,))((  wCA  a contradiction. Hence f  and g  have a unique 
common fixed point.   
Corollary 2.2. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let .:, XXgf   
If there exist a mappings (0,1):,,, XDCBA  such that for all :, Xyx   
(i) ),()();()();()();()( gxDfxDgxCfxCgxBfxBgxAfxA   
(ii) ,gXfX   
(iii) 1,<)()( xgDCBsA   
(iv) 
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gygxd
gyfydfxgxd
gxBgygxdgxAfyfxd

¶  
In gX  is complete subspace of ,X  then f  and g  have a coincidence point. Moreover, if f  and g  are weakly 
compatible then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. By putting 0=E  in Theorem 2.1, we get the result of Corollary 2.2.  
Corollary 2.3. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let .:, XXgf   
If there exists mapping (0,1): XA  such that for all :, Xyx   
 (i) ),()( gxAfgA   
 (ii) ,gXfX   
 (iii) 1,<)()( xgsA  
 (iv) ).,()(),( gygxdgxAfyfxd ¶                                                                                       
(3) In gX  is complete subspace of ,X  then f  and g  have a coincidence point. Moreover, if f  and g  are weakly 
compatible then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. By putting 0==== EDCB  in Theorem 2.1, we get the result of Corollary 2.3.  
Theorem 2.4. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let XXgf :,  . 
If there exist a mappings (0,1):,,,, XEDCBA  such that for all :, Xyx   
 (i) ),()()()();()();()();()( gxEfxEandgxDfxDgxCfxCgxBfxBgxAfxA   
 (ii) ,gXfX   
 (iii) 1,<)()( xgEDCBsA   
(iv) 
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gygxd
gyfydfxgxd
gxBgygxdgxAfyfxd

¶  
If f  and g  satisfy )(CLRg  property and f  and g  are weakly compatible then f  and g  have a unique 
common fixed point.   
Proof. Since f  and g  satisfy the )(CLRg  property, there exists a sequence }{ nx  in X  such that  
for some x  in .X                                 
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From (4), we have   
).(1
)(),(
)(),()(),(
n
nn
nn
gxgxd
gxfxdfxgxd
gxBgxgxdgxAfxfxd

¶  
Letting ,n  we have   
which implies that 0|),(| gxfxd  that is .= gxfx  
Now, let .== gxfxu  Since f  and g  are weakly compatible mappings, therefore gfxfgx =  which implies that 
.=== gugfxfgxfu  
Now, we claim that .= ugu  Let, if possible, .ugu   
From (4), we have   
that is   
Since |,),(|>|),(1| guudguud  then we have   
which implies that 1,))((  uCA  a contradiction. Hence fuugu == .   
Therefore, u  is the common fixed point of f  and g .  
the uniqueness, let w  be another common fixed point of f  and g  such that .uw   From (4), we have 
),(=),( fufwduwd  
is 
|),(1|
|),(||),(|
)(|),(|)(|),(|
uwd
uwduwd
wCuwdwAuwd

 .  
Since |,),(|>|),(1| uwduwd  then we have   
implies that 1,))((  wCA  a contradiction. Hence f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.  
Corollary 2.5. Let gandf  be self mappings of a complex valued b-metric space ),( dX  satisfying all conditions 
of Theorem 2.4 and the following:   
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gygxd
gygxdfygxd
gxCgygxdgxAfyfxd

¶                                                                          
(6) 
for all Xinyx, , where 1.<)()( xgCsA  Then gandf  have a unique common fixed point.   
    By putting 0=== EDB  in Theorem 2.4, we get the Corollary 2.5.  
Corollary 2.6. Let gandf  be self mappings of a complex valued b-metric space ),( dX  satisfying all conditions 
of Theorem 2.4 and the following:   
),(1
),(),(
)(),(
gygxd
gygxdfygxd
gxCfyfxd

¶                                
(7) 
for all Xinyx, , where 1.<)()( xgsC  Then gandf  have a unique common fixed point.   
    By putting 0=A  in Corollary 2.5, we get the Corollary 2.6.  
Corollary 2.7. Let gandf  be self mappings of a complex valued b-metric space ),( dX  satisfying all condition of 
Theorem 2.4 and the following:   
),()(),( gygxdgxAfyfxd ¶                                                  
(8) 
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for all Xinyx, , where 1.<)()( xgsA  Then gandf  have a unique common fixed point.   
    By putting 0=C  in Corollary 2.5, we get the Corollary 2.7.  
Theorem 2.8. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let f  and g  be self 
mappings satisfying all conditions of Theorem 2.4 and the following:   
 (a) f  and g  satisfy ..AE  Property and f  and g  are weakly compatible,   
 (b) gX  is a closed subset of .X  
 Then f  and g  have a unique common fixed.   
Since f  and g  satisfy the ..AE  property, there exists a sequence  nx in X  such that  
    for some x  in .X                          
(9)  
Now, gX  is closed subset of X , therefore ,= gagxlim nn   for some Xa . So from (9), we have 
.= gafxlim nn   We claim that gafa = .   
From (4), we have   
).(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
n
nn
nn
gxgad
gxfxdfagad
gaBgxgadgaAfxfad

¶  
Letting ,n  we have   
which implies that 0|),(| gafad , that is .= gafa  
Now, we show that fa  is the common fixed point of f  and g . Let, if possible .ffafa   
Since f  and g  are weakly compatible, fgagfa =  implies that .=== ggagfafgaffa  
From (4), we have   
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gagfad
gafadffagfad
gfaBgagfadgfaAfaffad

¶  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gagfad
gagfadfagfad
gfaC

  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gagfad
gagfadfagad
gfaD

  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gagfad
gafadfagfad
gfaE

  
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(=
gaffad
gafadffaffad
ffaBfaffadffaA

  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gaffad
gaffadfaffad
ffaC

  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gaffad
gaffadfagad
ffaD

  
),(1
),(),(
)(
gaffad
gafadfaffad
ffaE

  
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),(1
),(),(
)(),()(=
faffad
faffadfaffad
ffaCfaffadffaA

  
 that is,   
|),(|)(|),(| faffadffaAfaffad   
|),(1|
|),(||),(|
)(
faffad
faffadfaffad
ffaC

 . 
Since |,),(|>|),(1| faffadfaffad  
we have |,),(|))((|),(| faffadffaCAfaffad  a contradiction, since 1.)( CA  
Hence .== gfafaffa  Thus fa  is common fixed point of f  and .g  
Finally, we show that the common fixed point is unique. For this, let u  and v  be two common fixed point of f  and g  
such that .vu   
that is   
Since |,),(|>|),(1| vudvud  
we have |,),(|))((|),(| vuduCAvud   a contradiction, since 1.)( CA  
Hence f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Corollary 2.9. Let ),( dX  be a complex valued b-metric space with the coefficient 1s  and let f  and g  be 
self mappings satisfying the following:   
 (i) ,gXfX   
 (ii) f  and g  satisfy ..AE  property and f  and g  are weakly compatible,   
 (iii) 1,<)()( xgCsA  
 (iv) ,
),(1
),(),(
)(),()(),(
gygxd
gygxdfygxd
gxCgygxdgxAfyfxd

¶           (10)   
 for all yx,  in .X  
 Then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. By putting 0=== EDB  in Theorem 2.8, we get the Corollary 2.9.  
Corollary 2.10. Let f  and g  be self mappings of a complex valued b-metric space ),( dX  satisfying all 
conditions of Corollary 2.9 and the following:   
),(1
),(),(
)(),(
gygxd
gygxdfygxd
gxCfyfxd

¶                                                   (11)   
for all yx,  in X , where 1.<)()( xgsC  
Then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. By putting 0=A  in Corollary 2.9, we get the Corollary 2.10.  
Corollary 2.11. Let f  and g  be self mappings of a complex valued b-metric space ),( dX  satisfying all 
conditions of Corollary 2.9 and the following:   
),()(),( gygxdgxAfyfxd ¶                                                           (12)   
for all yx,  in X , where 1.<)()( xgsA  
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Then f  and g  have a unique common fixed point.   
Proof. By putting 0=C  in Corollary 2.9, we get the Corollary 2.11.  
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